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we need to create environments in which young people can make
choices-about their beliefs, about their behaviours, and about
the course of their own education-in which they have the oppor
tunity to look at alternatives, weigh consequences, and make their
own choices, look at the actual consequences and then go through
the whole process again. There is no shortcut. We can't teach people
to make responsible choices unless they are given the chance to
make real choices.

But choices involve rights, and it is rights that have always been
denied children in the dictatorial academic realm. It is time to
abandon this irrational academic'structure, so that at a future time
we may be able to witness the coming into existence of a society in
which rights are firmly established and protected, particularly for
those who are most damaged by their absence, the children. RE
VIEWED BY THOMAS JOHNSON / Education (421 pages) / LR Price
$2.95

A DOLL HOUSE
By Henrik Ibsen

Long one of Henrik Ibsen's most popular plays, A Doll House is as fresh
and thought-provoking today as it Was when it was first produced nearly a
century ago. Although often touted as a "women's lib" piece, A Doll House
in fact deals with the much broader issue of human liberation.

The play revolves around the activities of Nora Helmer, a skilled prac
tioner of Fascinating Womanhood who has developed her little girl act to
heights fortunately not often reached nowadays. The object of all her
fluttering is her husband Torvald, who cannot even be dignified by calling
him a male chauvinist pig-he is simply a shallow, self-centered creep
who treats all human beings with equal unconcern.

The relationship between Nora and Torvald is built on a foundation of
fantasy: he sees her as a "little creature," "little bird," "an expensive
pet," "squirrel," "skylark"-everything except a grown woman with three
children. She plays her part to the hilt, and for Nora it is a part, an act;
very early in the play it becomes obvious that Nora is an intelligent and
resourceful woman who was able, when Torvald fell ill early in their
marriage, to borrow the money necessary to move the family to Italy for a
year and thereby save Torvald's life. It is a measure of her skill at manip
ulation and his willingness to be manipulated that when the play begins
she has been paying on the loan for six years and Torvald has not the
vaguest idea that anything is going on!

Eventually Torvald finds out about the loan and the fact that she had to
forge her father's signature to get it. Even though he has often declared
his willingness to bleed and die for her, he is not willing to face a forgery
rap for her-"no man can be expected to sacrifice his honour, even for the
person he loves"-and it suddenly dawns on Nora what a lie she has been
living, first with her father and then with Torvald. After the forgery scare
is past,Torvald wants things to go back to normal, but she has had it; she is
unwilling to continue as a doll, living in a doll's house. Declaring that her
most sacred duty is to herself, not her husband and children, she leaves:
"I must try to satisfy myself which is right, society or I." Torvald just sits
there stunned. One almost feels sorry for him, just as one almost cheers
for Nora.

A Doll House is not a play with clear-cut good characters and bad
characters, and therein lies its fascination. Nora and Torvald are both
responsible for the deceit they have been living, and even though Nora is
on the right track by play's end,she has not really grasped her complicity
in the affair. Ibsen's skill at bringing out nuances of character is superb,
and of course, the action is much more complicated than this short review
could possibly indicate-A Doll House can truly be read with pleasure
many times. [Ed. note: The volume offered by L,R contains, in addition
to A Doll House, three other Ibsen plays: The Wild Duck, Hedda Gabler,
and The Master Builder.] REVIEWED BY LYNN KINSKY / Fiction (384 pages) /
L,R Price $.95

Race
Many of us will be heartened by your publication of

Dr. Eysenck's excellent review of John R. Baker's Race
[LR, August 1974]. Baker has indeed written "an impor
tant and impressive work which will undoubtedly be
come the classic book on th.e subject of race for a long
time to come." I would add the words "definitive" and
"magisterial" in describing it.

In fact to my mind Baker has done for the biology of
race what Robertson has accomplished for the politics
of this subject in his Dispossessed Majority. Both of
these books should be on the bed table of every man of
influence in our Western Civilization. There has ceased
to be any excuse for shilly-shallying on the matter of
genetic differences, or for allowing the leadership of
certain groups so to dominate our opinion-forming
agencies that our people continue in ignorance of the
truth.

For thousands of years the classes-masses conflict
has been a worldwide battle which can no longer be
regarded as inevitable. Science has given us the facts,
and human society must now be restructured accord
ingly. Differences in status are not primarily due to
social injustice and are not 'a cause for enmity or re
venge. Nor can the "principle of redress" in fairness
be used to penalize individuals or groups in a current
generation for the mistakes and mis-matings of other
lines of descent through the distant past.

I cannot help wondering why courageous scientific
pioneers like Shockley still move defensively along
one narrow genetic groove when a wide-ranging·book
like Baker's is available to silence the major part,of
their opposition. It is rather like fighting a pride of
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lions with a pistol when a machine gun is waiting in the
wings. Moreover, it would be my view that those who
are guilty of leading the cover-up in this situation are
more to be censured than any Watergate criminal-the
damage they have done, and are doing, is greater.

Let me quote here a statement by another pioneer
who, like Shockley, is a Nobel laureate, and, like
Baker, is a life scientist. In his recent book, Civilized
Man's Eight Deadly Sins, Konrad Lorenz writes:

It is an indisputable ethical truth that all men
have an equal right "to the same chances of de
velopment, but this, truth is all too easily con
verted to the untruth that all men are'poten
tially equal. ... The fallacy of supposing that,
given the proper conditioning, anything may
be demanded of a person, 'anything made out
of him, underlies many of the deadly sins com
mitted by civilized mankind against nature,
including the nature of man, and against hu
manity. If a universally accepted ideology,
and the politics ensuing from it, are founded
on a lie, this is bound to have disastrous ef
fects. The pseudodemocratic doctrine· here
under discussion undoubtedly bears a con
siderable part of the blame for the moral and
cultural collapse that threatens the Western

-world.
Baker's Race, freed from the suffocating suppression

of our current media, can at one stroke rid us of this
ideology and the collapse it is causing.

CARLETON PUTNAM
McLean, Va.

In his review of Race, H. J. Eysenck seems to join
John Baker in missing the significance of the libertarian
premise that man really is free. This huge debate as to
whether the inferior test scores of Afro-Americans are
due to hereditary or environmental factors becomes
meaningless if an individual is capable of rising above
the definition of himself that his heredity and environ
ment seek to impose on him. The question then is
really, does the genetic factor set a ceiling on how far
up a person can come. That black geniuses do in fact
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exist should sufficiently answer that question.
I think it ill behooves libertarians to hold any idee

fixe that would interfere with the evaluation of any
man for what he actually is or what he may be capable
of becoming.

MARTIN P. CHOATE
San Francisco, Calif.

I would like to see some discussion (beyond your
review of Wild's book some time ago) as to just where
points of contact and disagreement between contem
porary libertarians and existentialists lie. For the most
part the objectivist dogmatism about reason is only
vaguely irritating to me in your review. But I person
ally draw the line when it leads to Eysenck's calm
acceptance of Baker's statement "one of these sub
races advanced to a impressively high level of culture
and here again the Negrids fell behind."

It is clear from the context that entire cultures are
being judged by the classic dogmas. on cognition, viz.,
reason is the highest level of human existence. There
fore to demonstrate racial superiority we measure
cognitive ability.

I disagree with the premise and therefore the con
clusion. Apparently we are to admire, for example, the
highly centralized authoritarian Roman model based
on the reason of. Stoicism over the relatively liber
tarian societies of Africa.

DAVID CLENDANIEL
Walla Walla, Wash. 99362

Thank you for sending a copy of Books for Liber
tarians, with a long and favorable review of my book
entitled Race.

It is a strange fact that those who think as we do must
nowadays call ourselves "Libertarians," since the fine
old term "Liberals" has lost, its original meaning (Lib
ertarians), first in the U.S.A. and now here in Great
Britain, and has come to mean exactly the opposite!

JOHN R. BAKER

Kidlington, Oxford, U.K.
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Of "Flunking Students" &
"Mealy-Mouthed Professors"

I expected the kindof reviews on Objectivism in your
[August 1974] issue to be what they turned out to be.

First, how can one compare the intellectual stature
of Rand and Rothbard? Miss Rand's achievements in
volve a philosophic level far beyond Mr. Rothbard.
Their premises, in fact, appear to be opposite: Ob
jectivism does not lead to anarchism. Second, a "com
prehensive" attack by libertarian anarchists on limited
government does not constitute a valid attack. Mr.
Childs writes as if an attack per se is proof of error. But
Mr. Childs' review fairly characterizes Objectivism
(though Nathaniel Branden no longer speaks for Ayn
Rand's philosophy) compared to Mr. Masters' article.

To begin with, necessarily those who have a pre
dominantly subjectivist psychoepistemology are going
to have difficulty with a philosophy advocating a focus
solely on objective reality. The "psychological straight
jacket" is the attempt of a mind committed to whim
finding itself having to check itself against objective
standards. The "paralyzing" is the conflict of contra
dictions between such a mind and Objectivism.

Mr. Masters notes as "deeply insightful" and "par
ticularly devastating" Ellis' rejection of the morally
earned character. I refer you to John Galt's speech
in Atlas Shrugged for understanding the Objectivist
theory of self-esteem, and what, and who, Ellis (and,
evidently, Mr. Masters) is attacking.

One last word. I once wrote in response to an article
in the University of Maryland newspaper that "Liber-
tarianism is a coalition of anarchists, classical liberals,
disaffected conservatives, flunking students of Objec
tivism and new leftists in a volatile mixture of ration
ality and irrationality which can only foster the latter
while obliterating the former." After your two reviews
on Objectivism, I stand by that evaluation.

EDWARD L. SCHEIDERER
Rockville, Md.

LR has proved a very stimulating publication and I
commend you highly on its content. Of all the liber
tarian publications I have read, LR is the most inter
esting and serious-minded. It is unfortunate that my
first communication with you should be of a negative
nature.

Regarding Robert Masters' review of the book Is
Objectivism a Religion?, by Albert Ellis, I can only be
appalled by the respectful treatment that was given to
portions of Ellis' book. While correctly rejecting much
of Ellis' reasoning, Masters seems quite pleased with
Ellis' attack on what Ellis regards as Objectivism's
"deification" tendencies.

Ellis' thesis was basically that because Objectivists
are profoundly dedicated to that which they value they
are religious. Because they value such things as the
philosophical principles of Objectivism, Ayn Rand's
fictional heroes, Ayn Rand herself, uncompromised
liberty, etc., they must be considered "religious." Ac
cording to Ellis this is because traditionally devout
advocates of various religions hold their values seri
ously, have heroes and are deeply psychologically
involved in their values. Therefore Ellis concludes that
Objectivists are religious, because devoutly religious
individuals and Students of Objectivism have a few
attributes in common. So, since religious people have
quality A alld Objectivists have quality A, Ellis con
cludes tha(Objectivists =religionists. Even the most
naive logician could see the fallacy involved here.

This similarity is of an extraordinarily trivial nature
compared to the fundamental difference between the
two doctrines expressed in the broadest of epistemo
logical dichotomies: faith vs. reason.

If non-Objectivist libertarians are puzzled by Stu
dents of Objectivism, it is probably because they fail
to grasp that value worship is a central attribute of the
Objectivist's sense of life and ethical motivation. Prob
ably much of the "wishy-washiness" of modern intel
lectuals and educators has rubbed off on many liber
tarians, because it unfortunately pervades' the liber
tarian movement. Ayn Rand seems dogmatic and "ab
solutistic" to them because it is considered unintel-
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lectual and unscientific nowadays to take a firm, abso
lute stand on any issue.

But a cultural trend does not repeal the law of iden
tity, and I intend to remember that it can't. In my career
as a professional philosopher, I will not sacrifice to
mealy-mouthed professors~my vision of value, this
absolutistic earth, and John Galt.

AL PENNINGTON
Honolulu, Hawaii

Masters Replies
I am not sure what Mr. Scheiderer means by a "pre

dominantly subjectivist psychoepistemology"; how
ever, my own observation has been that those who ex
perience major conflicts in trying to apply Objectivism
to their lives are often serious, honest people who are
genuinely concerned with k11;Owing the truth and with
living meaningfully. I hope Mr. Scheiderer would not
write such people off as "committed to whim" (al
though I am not sure what that means, either).

As to the theory of self-esteem, I confess that I do not
see anything very attractive about the notion that one
must "earn" the right to consider oneself wGrthy of
living-which is exactly what Objectivism maintains.
But Mr. Scheiderer does not pursue this issue, so
neither shall I.

Mr. Pennington represents Ellis as arguing "that be
cause Objectivists are profoundly dedicated to that
which they value they are religious." In fact, Ellis or
ganizes his case around ten different "characteristics
of the religiously minded person," none of which have
anything to do with dedication to values [unless one
considers, e.g., "intolerance of opposition" or "un
realism and anti-empiricism" essential to being dedi
cated to values). I wish Mr. Pennington well in his
career as a professional philosopher, but I hope he dis
plays higher standards of intellectual precision in that
career than in his letter.

ROBERT MASTERS
New York, N.Y.
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* Rothbard. EGALITARIANISM AS A REVOI..T AGAINST NATURE AND OTHER ESSAYS.

$2.50
* Rothbard. FOR A NEW LIBERTY. $7.95
Schmidt. UNION POWER AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST. $10
Schneir (ed.). FEMINISM: THE ESSENTIAL HISTORICAL WRITINGS. $2.45
Spencer. THE MAN VERSUS THE STATE. $3.50
Spencer. SOCIAL STATICS. $5
Spooner. NO TREASON. $1
Strauss. NATURAL RIGHT AND HISTORY. $3.25
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• Sumner. WHAT SOCIAL CLASSES OWE TO EACH OTHER, $2.00
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$10
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Lindsay and Norman. HUMAN INFORMATION PROCESSING, $11.95
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Schoeck, ENVY: A THEORY OF SOCIAL BEHAVIOR, $3.95
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(2 records). $9.95
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(4 records). $12.95
Rachmaninov. PIANO CONCERTO NO.3, (Alexis Weissenburg. pianist). $4.95
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Benedetti Michelangeli. pianist). $4.95
Schubert. Beethoven. Brahms, Mendelssohn. FOUR FAVORITE TRIOS, (lstomin. Stern. and

Rose). $10.95
Smetana/Dvorak, QUARTET NO.1 IN E, "From My Life"/QUARTET IN F MAJOR, "The

American," (The Juilliard Quartet). $5.95
Steiner. NOW VOYAGER, (Gerhardt. National Philharmonic). $4.95
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A Word to Our Readers

• CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS: Libertarian Review makes a distinctive
gift at Christmas time, one which will be appreciated twelve times next
year. It shows your respect for the intelligence of your recipient. And, LR
is an economical gift-just $6 for the next year's issues. There is just no
better way for you to say Merry Christmas to friends and relatives. (To
order, list the full name and address of each gift recipient and mail along
with the order form which carries your name and address label on the
back. State how you want the gift announcement card signed.)

• Books for Christmas Gifts: In addition to, or instead of, subscriptions to
LR, consider giving one of the classics of contemporary libertarianism:
Mises' Human Action; Hayek's Constitution of Liberty or Road to Serf
dom; Rothbard's For A New Liberty, Egalitarianism As A Revolt Against
Nature and Other Essays or Man, Economy and State; Hosper's Libertar
ianism; Machan's The Libertarian Alternative; Friedman's The Ma
chinery of Freedom; Nock's Our Enemy, The State; Spencer's Social
Statdcs. These and many other titles are available from the LR Book
Service-see listings and prices in this issue. The LR discounts on these
titles will help you to give important and useful gifts at low discount
prices. You can conveniently dispose of a large part of your holiday shop
ping right now. Simply list the names and addresses of your recipients,
state how the gift card should be signed, and indicate the titles to be
shipped to each person. We will do the rest-making certain that your
orders are timed to arrive just before Christmas.

• Last month we incorrectly listed the price of Irving Kristol's On The
Democratic Idea In America as $5. The correct price is $2.45. Anyone who
overpaid for this title is invited to write the LR Mail Order Book Service
to receive credit for their overpayment.

• Dr. Adam V. Reed's review of Human Information Processing, which
appeared in our August issue, contained some unfortunate typos: in the
first paragraph, "unpublished" should have been "unpublicized"; in the
third, "Professor Ray Human" should have been "Professor Ray Hyman";
and a comma should have appeared after "other" in the last line of the
fourth. LR apologizes to Dr. Reed and our readers for these products of
fa;ulty human information processing.

• If you need a speaker for your club or social meetings, seminars, uni
versity forums, or whatever, contact the Society For Individual Liberty
Speakers Bureau, P.O. Box 1147, Warminster, Pa. 18974. Don Ernsberger
and David Walter have put together a roster which includes Jerome
Tuccille, David Friedman, Murray Rothbard, Robert LeFevre, Leonard
Liggio, John Hospers, Toni Nathan, Fran Youngstein, Tibor Machan and
D. T. Armentano.

• With the next issue of Libertarian Review, the LR Mail Order Service
will begin gradually reducing its list of books and records to approxi
mately half the present size. If you have been wanting to purchase certain

titles, but have been procrastinating, now is the time to buy them, as they
may not be available later. We especially urge those who receive the mid
month listing to take advantage of the additional discounts offered to
obtain titles that will be discontinued soon.

• FREE CATALOG: Those of you who do not have a BFL catalog-which
describes over 200 books, records, and tapes available throughour mail
order service-may receive one free with any order placed from this
month's LR. If you would like to have one of these handy references, just
write "catalog" on your order form.

• LR is happy to again make available two titles which have long been
absent from our back list: A new edition of Planning for Freedom, con
taining the original 13 addresses, essays from the well-known second
edition, and new essays in memory of Ludwig von Mises, sells for $3. The
other book is the Tannehills' famous Market for Liberty, which sells for
$2.50. Only about 300 copies of this edition are still around, and when that
stock is depleted, it is likely the book will not be available, except in the
very expensive Arno Press edition.

• An appeal to your rational self-interest: If your blood type is B Rh
positive, 0 Rh-negative, A Rh-neg., AB Rh-pos., B Rh-neg., or AB Rh-neg.
you are a "Rare." That is, you have a rare blood type. And the National
Rare Blood Club needs you-and you need it. The Club, through its volun
teer members, gives rare blood to those who need it. Club inembers agree
to go anywhere, any time to donate their blood, with the Club footing the
bills. There are no dues or other costs-just a pledge to rush at any time to
give blood to save a life. If you are a Rare, write or call the National Rare
Blood Club, 164 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10017, (212) CHelsea 3-8037,
and list your name, phone, and blood type. The Club gives rare blood to
all who need it, member or not. But remember: TANSTAAFL!

REVIEWERS FOR THIS ISSUE: L. Sprague de Camp is a grand master of
science fiction and fantasy, whose stories have delighted readers for
nearly four decades. He is also the author of many populariziations of
science and technology, including The Ancient Engineers. Richard Evers
is a Seattle free-lance writer and science fiction devotee. Walter E.
Grinder teaches economics at Rutgers University and is an associate
editor of LR. John Hospers is professor of philosophy at the University of
Southern California and an associate editor of LR. Thomas Johnson is
professor of biology at Mary Washington College in Virginia. He has a
major interest in education, and his articles on the subject have appeared
in The Freeman, Reason, and the New Guard. Lynn Kinsky is editor-in
chief of Reason and a graduate student in sociology at the University of
California at Santa Barbara. James J. Martin is a leading revisionist
historian and' the author of American Liberalism and World Politics.
Robert Masters is a free-lance writer living in New York City. Karl T.
Pflock is LR managing editor.

FREE
With Your Order of $15 or More

THE DECLARATION OF
'EDUCATIONAL INDEPENDENCE

By Thomas Johnson
"We, the students of the world, having been subject

to the tyranny of a dictatorial system of education since
the dawn of antiquity, ... will no
longer submit our minds to the
arbitrary whims of mental mas
ters. Recognizing the individual
ity of every human being, and
the right of each individual to
determine the development of
his own mind, we hereby declare
our independence in the pursuit
of knowledge.... Wle individu
ally pledge to our intransigent
minds the support of this decla-

ration, aware of the moral principle that life demands
a free and independent mind and that no other condi
tion can prevail if men are to be truly human," With
these ringing words, Professor Thomas Johnson opens
his penetrating attack on the stultifying system of the
educationists. This is a thought-provoking work in the
best tradition of Amer,icanpamphleteering.
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A LIBERTARIAN REVIEW Reprinct

THEBUSINESS
COMMUNI •

RESISTING
REGULATION

by Charles Koch

T
he majority of businessmen today are not sup

porte.rs of free enterprise capitalism. Ins.. tead they
prefer "political capitalism," a system in which
gove~nment guarantees business profits while
business itself faces both less competition and

more security for itself. As California Governor Jerry
Brown puts it, '''Sometimes businessmen almost operate as
though they'd feel more comfortable in a M'arxist state
where they could just deal with a few commissars who
would tell them what the production goals were, what
quota they had.... I am really concerned that many
businessmen are growing weary of the rigors' of the free
market." New York Times columnist William Safire agrees
with this sobering analysis: "The secret desire of so many
top-level managers for controls and regulated monopol§ is
never openly stated. . . . But today's managerial trend is
not toward accepting risk. It is toward getting government
help to avoid risk."

Even Henry Ford II has pointed out that:'it's not just,
liberal do-gooders, Democrats, unions, consumerists and
environmentalists who are responsible for the growth of
government. It's also conservative politicians who favor
increased defense programs, especially if the money is
spent in their own districts. It's bankers and transporters
and retailers and manufacturers who want protection from
competitors. It's ipsurance companies that lob.by for
bum'per and air bag regulations that might lower their
claims costs. It's even, if you'll forgive me, car dealers who

Charles G. Koch is chairman of Koch Industries.

want state government to protect them from the factory or
from new dealers in their territory."

But that is only the' tip of the iceberg. It was support
from a large portion of the business community, including
the Chamber of Commerce and the National Association
of Manufacturers, which enabled Nixon to impose wage
and price controls in 1971 i . Much earlier, banker~ suc
ceeded in pushing through legal prohibitions on the pay
ment of interest on demand deposits. Moreover, the steel
industry has just caused the government to' set minimum
prices on imported steel.

Businesses often fight bitterly against deregulation, as
well as urging new controls. Despite support by both
liberals and conservatives in Congress, deregulation of the
airline industry has bogged down under heavy pressure
from the airlines themselves. Deregulation of the trucking
industry has buckled under pressure from th~ American
Trucking Association.

My own industry, oil,Js no different. Over the past five
years our company has participated in dozens of hearings
on regulat9rymatters befQre the Federal Energy Ad
ministration and the Department of Energy. At virtually
all of these hearings, a number of oil companies have come
down on the side ofstate regulation. Secretary of Energy
James Schlesinger summed it up: "The oil industry loves
regulation and has been in love with it for many y~ars."

Precisely so.
Businessmen have always been anxious to convince a

gullible public and an opportunistic Congress that the free
market cannot work efficiently in their industry, that some
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FOR TODAY

probable fate.
Businessmen are also be

coming justifiably concerned
with the rapidly growing anti
business sentiment in this
country. Recent public opin
ion polls show that a large
portion of intellectuals and the
general public believe that
business-especially big busi
ness-has undue political
power, which it uses to stifle and smash competition and to
control prices.

governmental planning and regulations would be in the
"public interest." Indeed, much of the government regula
tion which plagues us today has come only after businesses
have begged and lobbied for it. Nearly every major piece
of interventionist legislation since 1887 has been supported
by important segments of the business community.

This old business strategy of accommodation with gov
ernment paid off in the past to some extent, perhaps, but
today it falls on its face. Business now suffers as much as
the rest of society from the adverse consequences of its
own interventionism-the exhaustion of the "reserve fund"
predicted by the great economist Ludwig von Mises.
Passed at the behest of business, regulations boomerang. A
refiner may procure price controls on his purchased crude
oil, yet later he experiences shortages and even may find The liberation of business
price controls slapped on his own gasoline to capture his But business can free itself from this predicament, if only it
politically derived "excess" profits. Oil pipeline companies will. As the Wall Street Journal recently noted, "Despite
invite the DOE in to study regional pipeline needs, hoping the blows they have suffered in the political arena
that their particular project will be favored. But in the [businessmen] still have the capacity to be highly influen-
future, Washington may well make all pipeline decisions. tial in. the political sphere. But they will not bring about
andevenbuildallp~elin~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~sucharev~~~unk~ilieyare

Businessmen should realize able to put aside short-term
that the more regulated an in- It - - -d th t concepts in favor of those
dustry becomes, the less it can IS no eOlnel enee a longer-term considerations.

cope with changing conditions the four lowest rankl-ng ... We may be reaching the
in the world. It is no coin- point where American busi-
cidence that the four lowest - d - - nessmen will have to decide
ranking industries in return on In ustrles In return on whether they really believe in
capital today (airlines, rail- _ I - - the market system. If they
roads, natural gas utilities, capita today (air, rail, don't,itishardtoseewhowiII
and electric utilities) are also muster the political forces to
the most highly regulated. natural gas, and electric defend it against its very real

The final stage of political and often intensely committed
capitalism is even worse. utilities) are also the enemies." In spite of business's
Richard Ferris, president of sullied record in defending free
United Airlines (an exception most highly regulated. enterprise, there are large
in his industry) predicts, numbers of businessmen who
"Continued governmental want nothing more from gov-
control will mean airline ser- ernment than to be left alone.
vice as you know it today will be seriously jeopardized. And these numbers are growing quickly today.
And, as service and equipment deteriorate, you will stand To survive, business must develop a new strategy. The
by helplessly as the threat of nationalization becomes real- great free-market and Nobel Laureate economist F.A.
ity." In the electric utility industry, a number of states have Hayek has prepared a guide for us:
already organized agencies to take over from private util- Almost everywhere the groups which pretend to oppose social-
ities unable to finance needed additional generating capac- ism at the same time support policies which, if the principles on
ity. which they are based were generalized, would no less lead to

Even business's dwindling successes in achieving precise- socialism than the avowedly socialist policies. There is some
ly the regulatory scheme desired by them do not guarantee justification at least in the taunt that many of the pretending
future control. Just the opposite often occurs. Politically defenders of "free enterprise" are in fact defenders of privileges
derived benefits for business cause hardships for other and advocates of government activity in their favor, rather than
special interest groups, who apply pressure on the reg- opponents of all privilege. In principle the industrial protec-
ulators to turn the regulatory weapon around. tionism and government-supported cartels and the agricultural

Thus, the business community is growing more and policies of the conservative groups are not different from the pro-
more aware of the shortcomings of this strategy as more posals for a more far-reaching direction of economic life spon-
and more firms directly suffer the aftereffects of their own sored by the socialists. It is an illusion when the more conser-
pathetic schemes. Moreover, examples of the ultimate con- vative interventionists believe that they will be able to confine
sequences of interventionism, especially the plight of the these government controls to the particular kinds of which they
railroad industry in the United States and major industries approve. In a democratic society, at any rate, once the principle
in Great Britain: are awakening businessmen to their own is admitted that the government undertakes responsibility for the

-~----,----------------~---~------~-~-;-----------~'_.,,---~-'-~----'-
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NOT TO BE I~E~IOVED

Top row: Ed Crane, Robert Nozick, Joan Kennedy Taylor, Murray Rothbard, Walter Grinder, John Hospers; Bottom row: Thomas Szasz,
Friedrich A. Hayek, Roger MacBride, Roy A. Childs, Jr., Ralph Raico, Bill Evers.

There's one team that won't let you down. Every
month the Libertarian Review team provides informed
readers around the world with hard-hitting exposes of
government malfeasance, with in-depth analyses of cur
rent issues and events, and with revealing, no-holds
barred interviews with the men and women who are
making the fight for liberty count. There is only one
magazine that keeps you up to date on the battle be
tween government power and individual liberty. There
is only one magazine up front and actively engaged in
that struggle-LR.

LR provides its readers with reports on the libertarian
movement in the United States and around the world, a
movement of which LR is a vital part, serving as a
forum for such leading proponents of freedom as Earl
Ravenal, Thomas Szasz, Murray N. Rothbard, Richard
Barnet, Ralph Raico, Jonathan Marshall, and William
son Evers, to name only a few. LR's readers are exposed
to the best in books and the arts through stimulating
reviews by leading authorities-reviews which inform
and challenge the mind. All this and more-only in LR.

That's why John Hospers calls Libertarian Review
"an invaluable asset to the libertarian movement." And

that's why Roger MacBride calls us "cover-to-cover
reading-a must for everybody who cares." And why
Murray N. Rothbard says that "no one interested in
liberty can afford to be without this magazine." Find out
why for yourself-join the LR team!
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status and position of particular groups, it is inevitable that this
control will be extended to satisfy the aspirations and prejudices
of the great masses. There is no-hope of a return to a freer system
until the leaders of the movement against state control are
prepared first to impose upon themselves that discipline of a
competitive market which they ask the masses to accept. The
hopelessness of the prospect for the near future indeed is due
mainly to the fact that no organized political group anywhere is
in favor of a truly free system.

Before businessmen can serve as effective defenders of
individual liberty and the free enterprise system, it is first
necessary for them to learn precisely what free enterprise is
and what it is not. We must do our homework; we must
comprehend "the philosophic foundations of a free soci
ety." Only then will we have the necessary resolve to carry
out the difficult task ahead.

Armed with understanding, businessmen can confident
ly proceed with the new strategy, which is composed of
three parts: businessI government relations, education,
and political action

1. Business/Government Relations-The first require
ment is to practice what we preach. People see our in
consistencies and-quite justifiably-simply don't believe
businessmen anymore . How discrediting it is for us to re
quest welfare for ourselves while attacking welfare for the
poor. Our critics rightfully claim that we want socialism
only for the rich.

Our credibility cannot be regained if we continue to file,
hat in hand, to Washington while mouthing empty, in
sincere platitudes about free enterprise. We cannot con
tinue to have it both ways. Government will not keep
granting us favors on the one hand, while allowing us to
run our own businesses as we see fit, on the other. We
must stop defending existing interventions and demanding
new ones. This might well diminish the impetus for new
regulations and win new allies for us among intellectuals,
legislators, and the general public.

Then we should advocate the repeal of existing regula
tions in our industries, as well.

Never ask for tighter regulation of a competitor even if
he has the advantage of being less regulated than you are.
This starts the suicidal cycle which ends in the destruction
of both. Instead we should concentrate on loosening our
own regulations. We should defend our own right to be
free of unjust regulations, and not try to shackle com
petitors. Strategically, the critical point is to fight to
eliminate, rather than continue, all interventions, even
those that provide short-term profits. Only by rigidly
adhering to this policy can we begin the step-by-step pro
cess of freeing ourselves.

Taxes are particularly troublesome, especially since
many free market businessmen believe that tax exemptions
are equivalent to subsidies. Yet morally and strategically,
tax exemptions are the opposite of subsidies. Morally,
lowering taxes is simply defending property rights; seeking
a subsidy is asking the government to. steal someone else's
property for your benefit. Strategically, lowering taxes re
duces government; subsidies increase government. Nor is
it valid to say that reducing your taxes simply shifts your

"fair share" of the tax burden to someone else. There is no
"fair" share. Our goal is not to reallocate the burden of
government; our goal is to roll back government. We
should consistently work to reduce all taxes, our own and
those of others.

Finally, we should not cave in the moment a regulator
sets foot on our doorstep. Put into practice Henry Manne's
recommendation that "the business community utilize
available techniques of legal adversary proceedings to an
nounce publicly and vigorously, both as individual com
panies and through associations, that they will not
cooperate with the government beyond the legally com
pelled minimum in developing or complying with any con
trol programs." As he urges, "publicize as widely as possi
ble the inevitable inefficiencies, mistakes, and human
miseries that will develop with these controls ... help the
public understand that morality, in the case of arrogant,
intrusive, totalitarian laws, lies in the barest possible obe
dience and in refusal to cooperate willingly beyond the let
ter of the law." Do not cooperate voluntarily; instead,
resist wherever and to whatever extent you legally can.
And do so in the name of justice.

2. Education-Business's educational strategy has been
guided more, by concern with short-term "respectability"
and acceptance by the establishment than with long-term
survival.

We have voluntarily supported universities and founda
tions who are philosophically dedicated to the destruction
of our businesses and of what remains of the free market.
This must stop. We must stop financing our own destruc
tion. Period.

Even when business has supported "free enterprise"
education, it has been ineffectual because businessmen
have had little understanding of the underlying philosophy
or of a meaningful strategy. Businessmen have spent their
money on disasters such as buying a "free enterprise" chair
at their alma mater and watching in dismay as the holder
teaches everything but free enterprise.

Also largely wasted has been the money contributed to
those private colleges who make free enterprise noises, but
have failed to produce competent graduates dedicated to
establishing the free enterprise system. There are too many
of these.

The development of talent is, or should be, the major
point of all these efforts. By talent, I mean those rare, ex
ceptionally capable scholars or communicators willing to
dedicate their lives to the cause of individual liberty . To be
effective, this talent must have the knowledge, skill, and
sophistication to meet statist adversaries and their
arguments head on, and to defeat them. They must have
the desire and commitment to unceasingly advance the
cause of liberty. Statists have succeeded while we
floundered because they've had their talent, their cadre, to
develop and sell their programs. During the 15 years I have
been actively investing my time and money in reestab
lishing our free society, our biggest problem has been the
shortage of talent. When conscientious, dedicated scholars
or communicators worked on a project, we were effective;
when they weren't available, we failed.
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Thus, business must concentrate its support on those an essential part of any na-
few institutes and university departments that have effec- tional urban strategy," busi-
tive programs for producing a libertarian cadre. ness should withdraw its sup-

Our own direct defense of business, particularly our port. It should do the same if
media advertising, has been either bungling and pitifully the Chamber of Commerce
ineffectual, or else downright destructive. We have continues to promote govern-
substituted intellectual bromides for a principled exposi- ment intervention under the
tion of a point of view. We have taken a conciliatory at- philosophy espoused by a
titude. Our ads have applogized for profits. former president: "It's not

We have accepted the fallacious concept that the corpo- possible or desirable to re-
ration has a broad "social responsibility" beyond its duty move all the regulations."
to its shareholders. We have been made to feel ashamed of New business organizations should be set up which refrain
private ownership and profits, and have been hoodwinked from asking for state protection and subsidies, and which,
into characterizing government regulation as "virtuous" and going further, criticize, expose and lobby against instances
in the IIpublic interest." As a typical example, the Adver- of political capitalism, of lithe partnership between busi-
tising Council, backed by most of the major U.S. corpora- ness and government." Only such organizations can help
tions, goes so far as to describe regulation as, lithe promo- business regain the respect of the American people. In fact.
tion of fair economic competition and the protection of a group of us is launching just such an organization, The
public health and safety." What simple-minded nonsense! Councilfor a Competitive Economy.

Instead of this bankrupt approach, we need to go on the Such an organization will help businessmen avoid blun-
oHen~ve. We need to cast~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ders ~milar to the Wichita
aside our desire to be popular Chamber of Commerce when
with our colleagues and the We need t c t ad it heavily promoted a one-
establishment intellectuals, to . 0 as aSI e our billion-dollar coal gasification

cast aside our fears of reprisals desi-re to be popular plant, which would have been
by government. We need to partially owned by Wichita

advertise that the market sys- WI-th our colleagues and and subsidized by Washing-
tern is not only the most effi- ton. The people of Wichita re-

cient, it is also the only moral wl-th the establl-shment jected Chamber propaganda
system in history. We need to that the plant would not cost
attack government regulation • them anything and voted it
for wreaking havoc on those it Intellectuals, to cast aside down. Again, such an organ-
is allegedly designed to help- ization will help prevent
those least able to fend for our fears of reprisals blunders such as the business
themselves. We need to stig- community in California op-
matize interventionism as be- by the government. posing Proposition 13. These
ing intrinsically unjust because blunders create an image of
it deprives individuals of their business in cahoots with
natural right to use their lives government to tax and exploit
and property as they see fit. We need to defend the right of the people. Milton Friedman describes this as business
IIcapitalist acts between consenting adults," in the words of following lIits unerring instinct for self-destruction."
Robert Nozick. Business should also stop shackling the free-market posi-

A recent demonstration of the need for arguments be- tion with antilibertarian stands such as hostility to civil
yond the standard one of efficiency is the recent Supreme liberties and an interventionist foreign policy. What a
Court decision upholding a Maryland law (passed at the spectacle it is for the same people who preach freedom in
bidding of a service station dealers' association) barring oil voluntary economic activities to call for the full force of
producers and refiners from operating service stations. The the law against voluntary sexual or other personal ac-
Court found that, "regardless of the ultimate economic ef- tivities! What else can the public conclude but that the
ficacy of the statute, we have no hesitancy in concluding free-market rhetoric is a sham-that business only cares
that it bears a reasonable relation to the state's legitimate about freedom for itself, and doesn't give a damn about
purpose in controlling the gasoline retail market. . . . " freedom for the individual?
The determinative defense of business will rest not in The public reacts at least as negatively to business calls
arguments from efficiency, but in arguments from justice. for still further foreign adventurism. What other feelings
To claim that the state has the right to IIcontrol the gasoline can we expect from people taxed and conscripted to save
retail market" is totalitarian nonsense. our foreign investments or to enlarge our foreign profits?

We must demand the same principled behavior of our We should take our own risks abroad, and not expect them
organizations as we do of ourselves and our companies. to be borne by the American people.
When, for example, the Committee for Economic Develop- Businessmen have been the first to support any sort of
ment advocates "that public-private partnerships must be foreign adventurism, if only it is sold under the rubric of
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the agitator helps define the value, the principle, for which
the politician bargains. The ethical values placed on
various possible political courses are put there partly by
agitators working on the public opinion that creates
political possibilities."

Such a movement already exists, the libertarian move
ment. Libertarianism offers the only systematic worldview
that supports the ideal of the free and independent busi
nessman. It only remains for businessmen to support this
movement. How each businessman can best support it de
pends on his own abilities and resources.

Businessmen should not only support the movement's
educational and single-issue activist arms. We should also
support-with time and money-the Libertarian Party,
the movement's political, mass action arm. The Libertarian
Party is a vital organ of the libertarian movement, even if
it never elects anyone to major office. It exposes large
numbers of people, whose interest in questions of govern
ment intervention is limited to election time, to free market
ideas. And, when we do get a significant number of votes'
for a libertarian candidate or on a libertarian issue, as with
Proposition 13, people do listen. The Party causes liber
tarians to apply their philosophy to topical political issues,
and to act. In sum, the Party transforms libertarianism
from purely a political philosophy to a movement, to a
force for radical social change.

Business can survive, but it cannot survive without the
help of businessmen. By fighting against interventions,
however profitable, by advocating a principled, philo
sophical defense of the free enterprise system, and by
becoming a part of the libertarian movement, businessmen
can, with pride, be a vital force in restoring our free soci
ety. To date, businessmen have not seen fit to do so.
Whether businessmen do so in the future may determine
whether business, indeed, has a future. Or deserves to.

"national security." If business really wants a free
market/private property system it must resist govern
ment's foreign interventions as well as its domestic in
terventions. Businessmen must realize that the single
greatest force behind the growth of government is foreign
adventurism and its daughter-war. America cannot both
be policeman to the world and have a free domestic econ
omy; they are mutually exclusive. Our classical liberal
forebears in England who struggled for free trade and
laissez-faire realized this-the peace movement and the
free trade movement are one and the same.

3. Political Action-Businessmen should be involved in
politics and political action-from local tax revolts to cam
paigns for Congress and the presidency. But we should ap
ply the same standards of understanding and principled
behavior as in the other parts of our strategy. We must
discard our lesser-of-evils approach to politics. This has
brought only the continued growth of government.

Many businessmen who do see the need for a new
strategy still hold out hope that the Republican Party will
become "The Liberty Party," that this is its "philosophical
heritage." If this is our only hope then we are doomed. The
Republican Party is the party of "business" in the worse
sense-in the sense of business accommodation and part
nership with government. Historically, it is the party of
wage and price controls, of high protective tariffs, of
cartelization, of subsidies, of special privileges to business.
And worse, the Republican Party is and has been a party
of foreign interventionism and adventurism. This is scarce
ly the heritage upon which to build a "Liberty Party!" It is
the embodiment of the old strategy which has failed so
miserably.

Other free enterprise businessmen, grasping the futility
in attempting to change the Republican Party, have
eschewed political action altogether. They have concluded
instead that, since ideas determine actions, we should limit
our strategy to developing and spreading ideas. It is
undeniable that ideas do determine actions and that we
should refine and apply our ideas. But ideas do not spread
by themselves; they spread only through people. Which
means we need a movement. Only with a movement can
we build an effective force for social change.

Our movement should have as its goal the fulfillment of
the ideal of the free and independent entrepreneur. To ac
complish this, our movement must destroy the prevalent
statist paradigm and erect, in its stead, a new paradigm of
liberty for all people. Our movement must avoid the faulty
strategy of conservatives, whose acceptance of statist
premises has caused their proposals to be simply moderate
versions of the original statist schemes. Our movement
must struggle for the realization of the principle of the free
market rather than settle for immediately obtainable
reforms. For, as Aileen Kraditor writes, "To criticize the
(radical) agitator for not trimming his demands to the im
mediately realizable-that is, for not acting as a politi
cian-is to miss the point . . . the more extreme demand of
the agitator makes the politician's demand seem acceptable
and perhaps desirable in the sense that the adversary may
prefer to give up half a loaf rather than the whole. Also,
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